Compliance with CME Disclosure Policy
Disclosure of Financial Relationships and Resolution of Conflicts of Interest
Each Section/Council has an Abstract Chair and Review Committee that is responsible
for reviewing and resolving the relevant financial relationships disclosed by ALL abstract
authors/presenters. Prior to fulfilling this responsibility, the Abstract Chair and Review
Committee members also must disclose and their relevant financial relationships be
reviewed and resolved by the appropriate individual(s).
In accordance with the AAP Policy on Disclosure of Financial Relationships and
Resolution of Conflicts of Interest for AAP CME Activities, ALL authors of a proposed
abstract must disclose:
1. Financial Relationships (within 12 months of submitting the disclosure information),
and
2. Discussion of Off-label (Unapproved)/Investigational Uses of Products
An author’s disclosure is relevant and specific to the content of his/her abstract
presentation. If his/her potential conflict of interest relates to other content that will not be
discussed in his/her abstract presentation, he/she does not need to disclose those
relationships.
Employee Relationships of ACCME-defined Commercial Interests*: If an abstract author
discloses an employee relationship of an ACCME-defined commercial interest*, AAP
section/council staff should contact the individual to obtain more information to better
understand the nature of the employee relationship and the individual’s involvement in
the abstract submission. The abstract should be removed from consideration as an oral
abstract presentation, and the abstract chair should then review this information and the
abstract to consider the abstract as a poster presentation, which is not designated for
AMA PRA Category 1 Credit™.
For oral abstract presentations, which are designated for AMA PRA Category 1
Credit™, an employee of an ACCME-defined commercial interest* is prohibited from
being an author or presenter of an abstract that is selected.
For poster presentations, which are not designated for AMA PRA Category 1 Credit™,
an employee of an ACCME-defined commercial interest* is allowed to be an author of an
abstract that is selected; however, that individual is prohibited from being the person
who is responsible for verbally describing the findings on the poster to learners. An
abstract author’s participation in a poster presentation should be determined as follows:
•

If it is determined that the individual’s involvement in the abstract submission and
content clearly relates to discovery and/or research, not the product/business lines of
an ACCME-defined commercial interest*, then he/she is allowed to participate in the
content of the poster presentation. However, the individual cannot be the one who
orally presents the abstract/content findings to learners, as another member of that
abstract team (e.g., someone without an employee relationship with an ACCMEdefined commercial interest*) must present the content in the poster presentation.

•

If it is determined that the individual’s involvement in the abstract submission and
content clearly does not relate to discovery and/or research, but rather to the
product/business lines of an ACCME-defined commercial interest*, then that abstract
submission is not approved as a poster presentation.

Disclosure Review Process
The Abstract Chair (only) is responsible for reviewing and resolving any potential
conflicts of interest for the Abstract Review Committee members.
The Abstract Chair and/or Abstract Review Committee are responsible for
reviewing and resolving any potential conflicts of interest for ALL accepted abstract
authors/abstract presenters.
AAP National Conference/CME staff are responsible for reviewing and resolving the
Program Chair and Abstract Chair’s disclosures (the Abstract Chair may also serve as
the Program Chair).
No abstract proposals should be accepted until all authors listed have completed a
disclosure via the AAP online abstract management system.
In the unlikely event that none of the authors are able to serve as the on-site oral or
poster abstract presenter, please contact the National Conference CME Manager for
additional information and to consider other strategies.
* As defined by the Accreditation Council for CME (ACCME), a commercial interest is
any entity producing, marketing, re-selling, or distributing health care goods or services
consumed by, or used on, patients.
Resolution of Conflicts of Interest For AAP CME Activities
A Resolution of Conflicts of Interest Form for AAP CME activities must be completed for
all individuals who disclose financial relationships with commercial interests. This form
is designed to assist in 1) determining if a conflict of interest exists; and 2) documenting
the actions undertaken to resolve all potential conflicts of interest with any individual in a
position to influence and/or control the content of CME activities. A variety of
mechanisms are available to resolve a potential conflict of interest. Documentation that
shows the selected resolution actually occurred is mandatory; examples of this
documentation include emails, notes, minutes, screenshots, etc.
Compliance With ACCME Guidelines and AAP Policy Highlights
The AAP Policy on Disclosure of Financial Relationships and Resolution of Conflicts of
Interest is designed to ensure quality, objective, balanced, and scientifically rigorous
AAP CME activities. All individuals in a position to influence and/or control the content of
AAP CME activities are required to disclose to the AAP and subsequently to learners
that they either have no relevant financial relationships or any financial relationships with
the manufacturer(s) of any commercial product(s) and/or provider(s) of commercial
services discussed in CME activities. All potential conflicts of interest are identified and
resolved prior to an individual’s confirmation of service at an AAP CME activity. Beyond
disclosure of financial relationships, AAP CME faculty are required to disclose to the
AAP and to learners when they plan to discuss or demonstrate pharmaceuticals and/or
medical devices and/or medical or surgical procedures that involve “off-label” use of a

device or pharmaceutical. The AAP is committed to providing learners with commercially
unbiased CME activities.

